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A strange change but Professor did a great job with keeping the material as normal as possible.Braver
Question: COVID-19 Comments 
Amazing instructor went out of his way for his students and made the class interesting although it was a bit difficult.Braver

This instructor, Professor Braver, is one of the best and most enjoyable instructors I have ever had. Many classes
have subjects which are enjoyable to learn about and make it worthwhile to return to the class. But not many classes
have a professor that makes returning to the class worthwhile. This professor always made the course seem
interesting and fun to learn. It was never a hassle to go to class and the class never was too boring to pay attention
to. If I could take this class again, I would. I would highly recommend both this course and this instructor.

Braver

Dr. Braver is the best. He obviously cares about what he is teaching which makes learning from him easier and more
enjoyable.Braver

Dr. Braver introduces students to the field of linguistics with an eagerness and earnestness that can only spread with
ease with each class. The complex and difficult subject matter is condensed so that students may absorb it, but the
depth of the education is somehow never lost. Constantly adapting to his students disposition to the material, Dr.
Braver leads a dynamic and changing classroom that always ensures the best interest of the student is always
prioritized.

Braver

Dr Braver is very kind and understanding towards his students. Overall, hes a very good teacher.Braver

Good professor, you can tell that he enjoys the subject and is passionate about teaching. Not an easy or an enjoyable
class to take.Braver

Dr. Braver is an excellent instructor and I would recommend him to any student. He is willing to work with you if
there are extenuating circumstances, has effectively and thoughtfully structured the class, and has made every effort
to help his students.

Braver

Great Professor!Braver

Professor genuinely made me want to go to class and learn new content. He has a great teaching style and was
always very helpful.Braver

I really loved this course! Professor Braver conducts his lectures in a very professional yet engaging way. I can tell
that he is very passionate about the subject matter that he teaches, which makes the course all the more interesting. I
honestly did not expect to enjoy this course as much as I did; I will gladly recommend this course to anyone who
needs this credit!

Braver

He was great in class and onlineBraver

He is great. Super organized and clear about due dates. I never left class with a question unanswered or not
understood.Braver
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The class was absolutely amazing in person by in all honesty when it was put online it was hard to be attached and
present in the lectures.Braver

Dr. Braver was constantly striving to maintain normalcy despite the COVID induced changes. This wasnt always
achieved, but the effort was appreciated regardless. The material wasnt diluted, and the work was amenable, leading
to a course enjoyable maybe in spite of the quarantine and pandemic.

Braver

COVID19 seemed to make no difference to the modality of this class. I believe the class functioned just as well
before and after quarantine began.Braver

Professor Braver made the online transition feel very easy. He wasnt stressed about it (from what I could tell), so I
wasnt stressed about it. His lectures ran very smoothly online. One class, we had someone hack into the system, and
he handled it very professionally.

Braver

Professor made the transition to online classes very easy and continued to be at reach for any concerns.Braver
He did great. No real effect just bc of his teaching styleBraver
Dr. Braver worked with the change very well. The class barely changed, and that was a nice degree of stability.Braver
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